Model 21C / 21 (UK)
Side Draft Kerosene Mantle Lamp—Exploded Parts Diagram

Lox-On Mantle
Fits Galleries: 12, A/14/16A, B/16B, C, 21/21C, 23/23A, and MAXbrite® 500 series; will fit 3-11 with adapter N146A
Replacement: R150

Lox-On Gallery
Fits Burners: 21/21C, 23/23A, and MAXbrite® 500 series; may fit 12, A/14/16A, B/16B, and C
Replacement: N239 No longer available

Thimble Flame Spreader
1 1/16” H x 7/8” OD
Fits Burners: 12, A/14/16A, B/16B, C, 21/21C, 23/23A, 23E60, and MAXbrite® 500 series
Replacement: N106

Outer Wick Tube/Air Distributor
Fits Burners: 21/21C, 23/23A, and 23E60
Replacement: N238 No longer available

Nu-Type Burner Basket
2 1/16” threads
Fits Lamps: A/14/16A, B/16B, C, 21/21C, 23/23A, and MAXbrite® 500 series
Replacement: No longer available; can be replaced with complete MAXbrite® assembly 10003606 (B) / 10003607 (N)

Related Models: 21C/21 (UK)
These models are very similar. Most parts are identical, but some may have some slight variations.
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